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Linn’s Klimax Exakt 350
IN ONE OF THE MOST CHALLENGING REVIEWS HE’S EVER UNDERTAKEN, MARTIN COLLOMS 
TACKLES LINN’S NEW DIGITAL ACTIVE LOUDSPEAKER SYSTEM AND ITS PARTNERING 
STREAMER INTERFACE. CAN ITS £50,000 TOTAL PRICE BE JUSTIFIED?

Linn has developed considerable enthusiasm for 
a loss-free path for music recordings from what 
it terms the source. Here the source is not the 

music, nor is it the studio origination (about which 
the consumer can do nothing). Rather, Linn defines 
it as the point at which, until now, a theoretically 
lossless, digital audio signal becomes analogue, which 
is of course inevitable in order to experience sound. 
 Linn’s classic viewpoint has long been that the 
music source available to the consumer must be 
protected and optimised. Readers may well recall its 
historical emphasis on the importance of optimising 
vinyl replay quality, rather than later stages of pre- 
or power amplification, Linn aiming to drive the 
rest of the chain with the best possible analogue 
source signal. 
 An analogue source signal suffers from well 
known but normally also well controlled losses at 
every stage of the path to the loudspeakers. Each 
stage will contribute some degree of impairment, 
due to cables and connectors, grounding issues, 
some inherent noise, plus distortion and bandwidth 
limiting defects that are inherent in analogue 
stages, even though they can be rather small when 
considered stage by stage. 
 When an analogue audio signal from a power 
amplifier arrives at a loudspeaker, the usual passive 
implementation then involves a high power filter 
network (the crossover) prior to the drive units. 
Configured to combine the acoustic outputs of the 
drivers in proper order, significant quality losses occur. 

Active Drive
Although they’re common enough in professional 
circles, active domestic loudspeakers are quite rare. 
They use power amplifiers for each loudspeaker drive 
unit, and carry out the crossover filter function at 
pre-amp electronics level. This approach can provide 
great rewards in overall sound quality, especially in 
respect of more realistic dynamics. Linn’s expertise 
in active speakers goes right back to the three-way 
Isobarik loudspeaker, introduced nearly 40 years 
ago, which was available in both passive (DMS) and 
active (PMS) versions. (I recall a most enjoyable 
and impressive afternoon at Paul Messenger’s place, 
listening to his Naim-powered active Isobarik 

PMSs.) Since then, all Linn loudspeakers have been 
specifically designed to allow them to be converted 
to active operation.

Digital Active
More recently it has been possible to shorten the 
analogue system signal path by converting from 
digital at a later stage in a high quality DAC/pre-
amp (eg a digital streamer), which includes a master 
volume control and sends its output via long cables 
to now active analogue loudspeakers. However, 
Linn’s increasing mastery of DSP (digital signal 
processing) has set the stage for the company to 
remove still more lossy analogue stages from the 
audio signal path, hence the new Klimax Exakt DSM 
streaming control unit. This drives digital audio 
directly to the new ‘digital’ loudspeakers with a 
high resolution feed in stereo (and eventually up to 
eight channels, for home theatre installations), via 
a custom made, very low jitter interface running on 
Cat5 cable. 
 As in some studio and other previous designs, 
the designers’ intention is to postpone the 
conversion to analogue until the last possible 
moment, and Linn describes this conversion point 
as the source. This critical conversion is done at 
the individual inputs of an array of linear Class 
A/B power amplifiers, each connected directly to a 
drive unit voice-coil. Linn explains that traditional 
analogue losses through speaker or interconnect 
cables and active or passive analogue crossover 
components are therefore eliminated.
 Digital input, digital crossover loudspeakers, 
either for studio monitoring or for higher 
performance home and stage audio systems have 
been available elsewhere for some years, so what 
is it that makes Linn’s implementation special? 
The clock jitter figures for the interfaces are 
extremely low (just a few picoseconds), for which 
there is some correlation with sound quality, and 
the audio channels benefit from tight locking 
or synchronisation. I also see some value in the 
ambitious backwards compatibility program for 
this technology, which will allow some previously 
purchased Linn loudspeakers to benefit from the 
new digital expertise.

“Although they’re 
common enough in 
professional circles, 
active domestic 
loudspeakers are quite 
rare. They use power 
amplifiers for each 
loudspeaker drive 
unit, and carry out 
the crossover filter 
function at pre-amp 
electronics level”
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 The provision of remotely upgradeable 
loudspeaker ‘intelligence’ provides certain additional 
opportunities. Improvements in DSP software means 
that the processing of the critical speaker transfer 
functions (including optimised individual frequency 
responses) may be provided almost at the touch 
of a button, and even extend to new user facilities 
such as tone controls. The operational life of the 
speaker design may therefore be enhanced via factory 
calibrated software improvements. Linn’s overall 
objective is clearly to deliver streamed music from 
HD studio master downloads directly to these new 
speakers with the least possible quality loss.

Room Optimisation
The Exakt 350 loudspeaker also incorporates a 
programmable room correction function, taking a 
deliberately chosen alternative to the often flakey 
auto-correction methods that use a microphone 
(which, it is argued, does not ‘listen’ like a person).
 Having placed the speakers, either by trial and 
error with familiar music excerpts, or by using 
reasonable locations that take some account of the 
practicalities of the living space, one simply enters 
distance and room dimension data for each speaker 
to the nearby boundaries into the Linn’s Konfig set-
up suite (for example, using a convenient, network 
connected laptop). The loudspeaker’s internal DSP 
then creates a set of filters to optimise the low 
frequency drive to the specified listener region, for 
that particular room and speaker placement therein. 
 The resulting in-room bass response can be 
orders of magnitude more uniform than without the 
Konfig DSP treatment, and also has the potential for 
matching a wide variety of qualitatively different room 
acoustics across the world. (Perhaps those contentious 
questions concerning West Coast and East Coast 
balances might well be addressed in this design?)
 This useful ‘first order’ correction can be tweaked 
to taste (via control of frequency, depth and filter ‘Q’ 
value), and also to some degree for the anticipated 
working sound levels, the installer considering how 
typical loudness levels affect the perception of low 
bass sounds. Other refinements may well appear 
in due course, and can simply be loaded into the 
loudspeaker’s firmware via the internet to the home 
network. (The network connection also usefully 
provides these intelligent loudspeakers with remote 
fault diagnostics.)
 For example, a loudspeaker may undergo design 
revisions over the years, with improvements to 
crossover performance and overall system alignment. 
An existing customer may take advantage of such 
improvements almost without having to move from 
the listening seat. This network associated versatility 

clearly adds value to both purchase and ownership. 
Furthermore an Exakt loudspeaker will have factory-
calibrated drivers, so if a replacement is required, the 
new units will come with pre-calibrated data tables 
to load into firmware and graft them precisely into 
the system.
 The thick, plasma-cut, spike-equipped steel 
outrigger base makes the speaker an imposing 
113cm high. It’s also 31.2cm wide, 43cm deep and 
weighs a substantial 71.2kg (157lbs). Top class spike 
adjustment and key tool locking is incorporated.
 The veneered and extensively multi-braced 
birchply and MDF enclosure may be finished in 
white, or in Black Ash, Rosenut, Walnut, Cherry or 
Oak veneers. It is also available in a gloss finish, or 
in a choice of 208 RAL gloss colours to order. Power 
supply intelligence means it can sleep while using 
less than 0.005W; it can play quietly while taking 
70W/channel; or draw an average of 250W each 
when driven flat out on music. Each speaker has two 
large Dynamik regulated switch-mode power supplies 
in a vibration-isolated and heatsinked rear module, 
alongside six Class A/B linear Chakra amplifiers. All 
are rated for 4ohm drivers, and consist of two 100W 
examples for the lower and upper treble units, two 
more at 400W for the midrange dome and lower 
mid, and no less than 1000W each for the bass 
drivers (limited for safety at 750W). Clearly any 
problem with dynamic headroom is unlikely. The 
dynamic power equivalent required from an amplifier 
for a passive speaker (if the latter could possibly take 
it) would approach 2,000W per channel (4ohm 
rated). The Klimax Exakt 350 loudspeaker is quite 
obviously a serious high end enterprise. 
 Incidentally, while we were carrying out this 
review, Linn announced an Akurate version of the 
DSM streamer, and a digital active Exakt speaker in 
the lower cost Akubarik series, at about half the price 
of this Klimax flagship review system.

Klimax Exakt DSM
The Klimax Exakt DSM (digital streamer) comes in 
silver or black, and is the matching shelf-mounted 
interface and source switch component for the 
loudspeaker. It has only two analogue inputs: one 
on balanced XLR and the other using RCA/phono 
sockets, perhaps for a pre-equalised turntable and/or 
an FM tuner. The input sensitivity here may be 
pre-set between 2V and 8V, the input impedance 
is a quite low 7.8kohm, which is not suitable for 
valve based phono stages. The seven ‘digital’ audio 
inputs comprise three HDMIs (for home theatre 
audio applications), one optical input and two RCA/
phonos in S/PDIF format, and a Ethernet UPnP 
streaming input. 
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 The objective is to feed up to eight active ‘digital’ 
loudspeakers for which there are four RJ45 outputs, 
operating according to the proprietary Exakt Link 
format. The DSM will support replay of FLAC, 
Apple Lossless (ALAC), WAV, MP3, WMA (except 
lossless), AIFF, AAC and OGG formats (but not 
DSD); and at sample rates of 7.35k, 8k, 11.025k, 
12k, 14.7k, 16k, 22.05k, 24k, 29.4k, 32k, 44.1k, 
48k, 88.2k, 96k, 176.4k, and 192kHz; and from 16- 
to 24-bit resolution (but not DSD). 
 The analogue inputs are converted to digital PCM 
at 24-bit/192kHz resolution to join incoming digital 
signals with very low jitter re-clocking and send on 
to the required speakers. The digital conversion from 
analogue is done at high quality, and is of course 
essential to complete the low loss digital transmission 
path to the active speakers. Ultimately Linn will 
have a complete set of matching digital active Exakt 
speaker systems. 
 The Exakt DSM will accept commands from a 
Linn remote control and more particularly from the 
established Linn Kinsky control app, or a number of 
similar user interfaces on an iPad or similar. In fact 
my first and addictive experience with a competent 
music server was a Linn example, when I worked 
with its highly transparent sounding Akurate DS. 
This had an analogue output including volume 
function if required (to feed a power amplifier 
directly, for example), while the difference from our 
review Klimax Exakt DSM is that the latter only has 
digital outputs for its new control interface. As has 
become a tradition of the Klimax genre, this unit 
is built into an extremely rigid milled-from-solid 
case, internally compartmented to isolate functional 
sections. Also like the previous Klimax DS, the 
analogue audio input interfacing is through top 
quality, mu-metal shielded isolating transformers 
from Lundahl. 

Installation
Although the manual is available on the internet, 
to save time and ensure all worked as expected, a 
Linn crew attended the delivery and installation. 
Indeed, I do not envisage that anyone would buy this 
system without availing themselves of installation 
by a trained dealer. Initially the system was set 
to ‘factory reset’, ‘flat’ and carefully positioned 
as if it were a conventional design, specifically to 
optimise midrange timbre and stereo focus. Linn 
recommends straight ahead positioning for the most 
uniform perceived room drive, though they may be 
toed in perhaps by 7 to 10 degrees if a little more 
articulation is desired (as I did). 
 The room is then carefully measured and 
the results are entered into the set-up program, 

followed by precise measurements for the speaker 
and optimised listener locations taken from the 
preliminary set-up. This data is then used by Konfig 
to calculate corrections for a number of dominant 
low frequency room modes up to 80Hz, as driven 
by the speakers and voiced at the listener location 
(initially assuming lossless conditions). Konfig 
sends the data to the speakers where it is stored in 
non-volatile memory. Familiar music tracks with 
‘walking’, tune-playing bass lines are then used 
to ‘fine tune’ and flatten the resulting frequency 
and filter depth values manually, for the subjective 
optimum balance of evenness and extension for 
the low frequencies, at a ‘normal’ listening level. 
The customer may be invited to join in this process 
with additional familiar music excerpts, and explore 
the adjustments with available volume settings and 
the overall dynamic range. The correction also uses 
the measured distance to the listener to correct for 
time of arrival for all the drivers, to deliver a close 
approach to linear phase at the listening seat.
 Konfig is at present a little counterintuitive. I 
certainly got confused when trying to undo settings 
for measurement and comparative purposes, and 
at present it lacks that vital ‘EQ in/out’ button. 
However, dealers should hopefully be well trained to 
handle these prestige systems. 
 The universal Chakra Dynamik switch-mode 
power supplies may be used on 90-135V or 
180-265V mains. The plus point here is that the 
amplifier supplies are fully regulated, so the sound 
should be relatively consistent in the face of the 
sometimes inferior quality mains power that may be 
encountered in practice.

 Technology
“All full-range Klimax loudspeakers feature our 
unique 3K Driver Array technology, a beautifully 
machined die-cast array which improves high frequency 
performance and ensures the same level of audio quality 
throughout the room.” 
 Linn’s characteristic vertical driver array uses 
a silver or black burnished die-cast alloy module 
for the three upper frequency drivers: 75mm and 
25mm polyurethane polymer domes, plus a 13mm 
silk dome. These are embedded in a low diffraction, 
semi-free space and contoured surface, and 
represent the first component of an associated Linn 
patent; the second part comprises a semi-concave 
well with complex geometry, located behind the 
module and shaped to be free of any acoustic 
focus point, to avoid significant cavity resonances. 
This combination device is effectively intended to 
operate in free space over its respective frequency 
range (nominally 350Hz - 33kHz), thus improving 
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the power response of the radiated acoustic. That 
important off-axis response is also enhanced by the 
sheer number of ways over which this entire speaker 
operates, some five frequency spans: 20Hz - 85Hz; 
85Hz - 340Hz; 340Hz - 3kHz; 3kHz - 8.3kHz; 
and then on to the upper limit of the tiny 13mm 
driver. Each one beneficially takes over before the 
previous driver has become significantly directional 
in its frequency range.
 While this entire project is the work of a skilled 
team, its conception may be credited to Linn’s Phil 
Budd, who explained that his ambition was to design 
a fully phase linear loudspeaker (even though he had 
no idea how to do it) at his job interview a decade 
ago. He got the job, and has now realised his dream. 
 The enclosure is quite compact, with an effective 
volume of 50 litres, while the twin 200mm bass 
units have an exceptionally large linear throw, thanks 
to the Linn developed bass servo technology that 
operates individually on each driver. This technique 
provides exceptional bass power and extension from 
a slim floorstander. The 165mm upper bass unit 
cone is a glass fibre composite, while the cones of 
the bass drivers themselves are unspecified (probably 
a traditional pulp composition). Heavy cones are 
not required, as full servo operation can provide any 
desired bass response (within reason). 
 The massive and extensively revised active rear 
module is derived from the previous Klimax 350A, 
and may be detached for service or upgrade. It sits in 
a tall recess provided at the back of the speaker, using 
a number of fixings and connectors, all carefully 
shrouded and dressed to avoid any vibration issues; 
the entire module is mounted on energy absorbing 
flexible fixings to avoid microphony. 
 Konfig includes time alignment for each driver, 
which allows the intended full linear phase potential 
of the design to be precisely delivered to the 
calibrated listening seat. It also enables subtle shading 
of the upper treble response (‘air’ and ‘sparkle’, if you 
like), above about 6kHz, and by up to 2dB in precise 
steps. However, its main duty is to compute and 
program the signals to compensate for low frequency 
room reflections, using narrow-band attenuation for 
a number of frequencies between 20Hz and 200Hz. 
In action, a normal, albeit well defined in-room 
bass response progressively became more even, more 
tuneful, and more extended, and this represents a 
substantial gain in quality and value. Konfig can 
also monitor the health of the system and facilitate 
upgrades.
 Processing is done at 35-bit precision throughout 
and the volume controls operated silently with 
fine resolution. The dynamic range is excellent, 
the speakers apparently wholly silent unless the 

ear is pressed directly against a tweeter, where a 
very faint hiss becomes audible. Each drive unit is 
pre-calibrated and its characteristics entered into 
the speaker DSP for precise frequency and phase 
control. By moving the DACs right to the input of 
the individual, crossover frequency limited power 
amplifiers, these Linn sources should operate at 
maximum fidelity. All the volume controls have one 
hundred 1dB steps, and the action of the volume 
setting dial on the Kinsky App is a delight.

Sound Quality 
Some teething troubles were encountered in the 
early stages, and the customer should certainly take 
advantage of dealer support when required. After 
completing the installation, Linn had left me with 
the Konfig set-up program controlled via my Sony 
Viao laptop that runs Windows 7. However, Konfig 
proved unstable on this computer, and (as I found 
out much later) had variably corrupted the set-up 
files in the speakers. When Linn was present I had 
thought that the speaker (calibrated with their 
laptop) sounded promising; the following day it was 
disappointing, sounding thickened and significantly 
out of time. 
 Another laptop was delivered, with Konfig 
re-installed. This was now stable, but I had not 
succeeded in validating the results nor re-installed 
the settings. I first flushed out the DSP settings and 
left all at zero (still concerned that Linn and I were 
possibly not in agreement over the ‘auto’ calibration 
in any case). And despite everything it sounded 
pretty good too, enough to impress Paul Messenger 
and myself for some hours of listening. Finally, 
after another day I made time to re-set the room 
calibration and test the effects at my leisure. This 
time – the first occasion since Linn was present – it 
seemed to be working properly, and all made musical 
sense. The speaker now really came to life, as I think 
the designers had intended.
 We first tried the XLR analogue inputs on the 
Klimax Exakt DSM, which sounded very promising, 
but when we wished to move on we found that the 
cables were stuck! By design the sockets are recessed 
into the back panel, and the usual unlatch button 
on the locking plugs was well out of reach. We had 
to dismantle the DSM and use a probe to reach in 
and find the hidden latch in a black assembly in 
near darkness, finally releasing the XLR plugs. I 
can only presume that Linn’s XLR cables omit the 
corresponding locking detent on their plugs! We 
also played a well configured LP12 vinyl player plus 
phono equaliser into the single-ended analogue 
inputs, also with fine results.
 In a humerous dig at Linn’s abandonment of CD 
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players, we turned the whole Klimax Exakt DSM 
into a CD player by connecting a Meridian 200 CD 
drive to the DSM via the S/PDIF input. The Linn 
remote control worked beautifully here, linking 
via infrared with operable player controls and so 
on. Customers with an extant CD collection could 
well use this facility under particular circumstances, 
and it allowed us to check this digital input from 
known sources. We did not try the HDMI facilities, 
preferring to major on CD and hi-res material 
stored on the server, sent to the Klimax Exakt DSM 
streamer and thence to the speakers. 
 Those initial misgivings were now swept aside. 
The complete Klimax Exakt system was on song, 
and we revelled in its effortless if mildly distant 
soundscapes, truly high precision focus, creamily 
smooth output, and low fatigue factor. 
 It was not my imagination at all that (within 
sensible loudness limits) the bass was excellently 
timed, crisp, rich and deep, very tuneful, highly 
articulate and informative. There’s little warning of 
incipient (and harmless) overload, since the bass 
quality is quite stable up to that limit, and only then 
does one notice a loss of tune playing and extreme 
low frequency extension. The bass is really, really 
good and underpins the whole experience. The two 
low frequency octaves that are all too often rendered 
as a sort of thudding, ill-timed blur, are here 
rendered transparently, almost at midrange quality 
levels, telling us so much more than usual about bass 
musicianship.
 My room is not easy to drive uniformly, but this 
Exakt system made a great job of it with really deep, 
powerfully expressed yet agile bass. It was clear that 
these servo-driven sealed box loaded bass drivers 
had taken hold of the room acoustic, rather than the 
other way round, as is more commonly found. Even 
the necessarily less than perfect compensation for 
standing waves in my irregular space was having a 
strongly beneficial effect.
 In the modern idiom, and knowing that ‘flat 
response’ digital sources tend to be played at higher 
sound levels than before, the timbre is set a little laid 

back and is a touch ‘sweet’ in absolute terms, which 
at first seems to soften dynamics at lower sound 
levels. But one adjusts: the sound is fully ‘present’ 
with modern production material and at higher 
sound levels, but a prospective purchaser may need 
to confirm that the Exakt speakers sound and feel 
naturally balanced at lower than usual sound levels. 
Jan Garbarek’s Knot of Place and Time sounded 
almost as good as it gets, with liquid unforced sax 
playing and a hypnotic flow.
 Indeed, after a little familiarisation and that early 
settling in period for speaker and listener, we found 
the Klimax Exakt a very high quality performer 
with a wide range of material: classical, jazz, rock 
and folk music were all reproduced with very 
pleasing results. 
 Since very few speakers have such a feature, the 
linear phase benefit seems subtle at first, and is initially 
unfamiliar. Its main impact seems be significantly 
more stable focus and image perspectives, very 
good timing and pace, and a restful sound with low 
listening fatigue. The sound quality is very controlled, 
varying very little over a wide volume range, and 
giving rise to two observations. One is the discovery 
that one’s own hearing is better than suspected, and 
that observed fatigue and distortion at higher sound 
levels was really the fault of various speakers tried 
previously, rather than personal aural overload. The 
Klimax Exakt’s peak dynamics are remarkably stable 
and clean and do not try too hard to impress. And 
until cathedral organ is played, the speakers’ manifest 
ability to differentiate bass tones and play dynamically 
loud will not be fully appreciated. There is very good 
texture and detail here, right down to the lowest 
audible frequencies.
 There occasionally appears to be a mild loss of 
transparency at low volumes. I think this is not a 
technical flaw as such, but rather a mild artefact 
of the ‘softer’ timbre. The anticipated detail and 
spatiality may be restored by dialing in a few decibels 
more volume. 
 Conversely, as the speaker’s inner capabilities 
are learnt, its ability to reach deep into familiar 
programme is often remarkable. At a moderate 
volume, Joni Mitchell’s Don Juan’s Reckless Daughter 
delivered a newly formative experience on the Klimax 
Exakt, just as I remember the original vinyl had done 
from an LP12/Ittok/Supex 900E into active Isobariks 
some decades previously. Jaco Pastorius’ bass sounded 
fully expressive, tuneful, luxuriant and powerful, 
perfectly aligned with the beautiful vocal lines and 
supporting orchestration. With its manifestly cool 
control, very low fatigue factor and just a touch of 
understatement, I was won over by this sophisticated, 
musical and highly capable reproducer.   

Contact:
Linn Products Ltd.
Tel: 0141 307 7777
www.linn.co.uk

Reference Components
D’Agostino Momentum Stereo, 
Audio Research Reference 5 
SE, Naim UnitiServe network 
server with NAS drives, 
Meridian 200 CD drive; Linn 
LP12/Naim ARO/Koetsu 
Urushi Vermilion, Naim 
Superline/Supercap DR vinyl 
source; Wilson Audio Sophia 
3, Sasha Series-2, PMC fact.12 
loudspeakers.
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Lab Results
With the abovementioned Konfig teething troubles, 
the speaker’s size and weight, and a tight schedule, I 
could not measure them fully. I drove them nearfield 
and far-field via S/PDIF (taking account of a typical 
latency of 46 milliseconds). Nearfield is needed for 
the semi-anechoic intrinsic response data, although 
the speaker has compensated delay for the far field. I 
consider that some indication as to how the speaker 
works is revealed, but my results should not be taken 
too literally. 
 The bass is very well extended, to an estimated 
20Hz -6dB. The unsmoothed overall frequency 
response is a fine 25Hz to 20kHz with good +/-
3dB amplitude limits, and a mild decline in level is 
evident above 8kHz. The effective response continues 
to 39kHz, so it could be said to include significant 
supertweeter extension. That multi-way approach 
delivers commendably consistent off-axis responses, 
the trend only beginning to change beyond 50 
degrees laterally. The output is optimised for the 
listening seat height and below, so if you stand up 
you will hear the poorer above axis response, which 
notches significantly around 7kHz.
 The integrated room curve is misleading, since the 
measurement averages both the amplitude and the 
time domain responses, so the linear phase and room 
correction aspects are not well shown. Nevertheless, 
the room average shows a notably smooth trend, 
slightly lifted around 1.5kHz, very mildly down 
tilted overall, but well extended to 15kHz, thanks to 
the nicely decreasing tweeter sizes.
 Spot checks revealed low distortion 
measurements, reading -50dB down at 25Hz 
for 86dB sound level, thanks to the servos; third 
harmonic was less than 0.3%. It still sounded 
quite clean at 96dB, though the harmonics were 
now at -25dB. (We are not very sensitive to bass 
distortion per se.) At 100Hz, 96dB (very loud in 
practice) harmonics were approaching -50dB, a 
fine result, while 0.9% 2nd and 0.3% 3rd harmonics 
were measured at 500Hz, 96dB. At more moderate 
levels distortion was also normal: around 0.3% 2nd 
and  0.15% of 3rd harmonics at 86dB, 10kHz. The 
5kHz region was special, at 86dB distortion was just 
0.05%. (Since there is no port, there was no bass 
port distortion or noise.) 

Conclusions
The fact that this is a complete, high power digital 
active, linear phase stereo audio system (with an 
inherent facility to expand the number of channels) 
must be taken into account when summarising 
the complete Klimax Exakt system. Totting up an 
equivalent separates system could involve £16,000/

pair passive speakers, plus pre- and power amplifiers, 
all cabling, equipment stands, a streamer/DAC and 
digital room correction, and could easily reach a total 
of £50,000 or more. It would probably also have a 
substantially reduced dynamic range with less well 
controlled bass and low frequency extension. 
 It might seem surprising, but the price of the 
Klimax Exakt system makes good sense after all. 
Overcome that particular mental hurdle and there 
is the opportunity to enjoy a highly refined, upbeat 
and involving sound system with quite exceptionally 
informative, deep and powerful bass, calibrated to 
your room and your seating location therein. The 
linear phase bonus is subtle but does grow on you 
with time.
 This is excellent audio reproduction by any 
standards, so the Klimax Exakt system achieves an 
Audio Excellence rating from HIFICRITIC.

HIFICRITIC  Loudspeaker measured test results
Make, Country Linn Products; made in the UK _________________________________________________________________________________
Model  Klimax Exakt: wood composite multi-braced, six moving-coil
 drivers, floorstanding, active with  sealed box loading servo bass.
 Plus Klimax Exakt DSM controller_________________________________________________________________________________
Price per pair £50,000 (Black Ash, Rosenut, Walnut, Cherry, Oak, and White; 
 gloss finish and RAL book colours to order)_________________________________________________________________________________
Size (HxWxD), weight  113x31.2x43cms, 71.2kg (157lb)_________________________________________________________________________________
Type    (infinite baffle) 5-way: 2x200mm bass; 160mm glass fibre composite lower mid;
 75mm upper mid; 25mm treble dome; 13mm upper treble _________________________________________________________________________________
Sensitivity for 2.83V Not applicable (estimated at 89dB/W equivalent)_________________________________________________________________________________
Amplifier loading 4ohm nominal impedances; 2x1000W, 2x400W, 2x100W amplifiers
 (4ohm rated, per channel_________________________________________________________________________________
Frequency response 25Hz to 20kHz +/-3dB (listener axis)  _________________________________________________________________________________
Frequency response off- axis Very good: see graphs and in-room response _________________________________________________________________________________
Bass extension 20Hz -6dB, (20Hz, -6dB in-room limit: note bass room equalisation
 invoked)_________________________________________________________________________________
Max loudness, in room 108dBA for a stereo pair  _________________________________________________________________________________
Power rating (max, min) Included amplification equivalent to about 3,000W /channel _________________________________________________________________________________
Placement  Essentially free space, floor spike coupled: with low frequency 
 room control

Linn Klimax Exakt 350 (Approximate) Frequency Responses


